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Section 1 Introduction
During the 2017 Florida Legislative session, the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA)
underwent changes to its name and organization as part of Senate Bill (SB) 1672, known as the “TBARTA
Act.” The updates to the legislation changed the name and focus of the agency from the Tampa Bay
Area Regional Transportation Authority and reduced the agency membership counties from seven to
five. The five-county region includes Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, and Pinellas. Reference
to the “Tampa Bay region” herein includes all five counties unless otherwise noted.
As described in SB 1672, TBARTA is required to develop a Regional Transit Development Plan (RTDP).
This first RTDP, branded Envision 2030: The Future of Transit in Tampa Bay, is a strategic guide for
TBARTA and its partner agencies, representing the regional vision for transit in Tampa Bay during the
next 10 years. Envision 2030 must meet the requirements of the TBARTA Act, Chapter 14-73.001, Florida
Administrative Code (F.A.C.), and other relevant State and Federal requirements and will include the
following major elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public involvement plan and process
Baseline data compilation and analysis (review of regional demographic and travel behavior
characteristics)
Performance evaluation of existing services
Situation appraisal (agency strengths and weaknesses; external barriers and opportunities;
estimation of demand for transit)
Vision, mission, and goals
Transit demand and mobility needs
Regional transit needs and enhancements (funded and unfunded)
10-year implementation and financial plan (projected costs and revenues)
Organizational structure and role of TBARTA

Upon completion, Envision 2030 will cover the 10-year planning horizon for Fiscal Years (FYs) 2021–2030
and will be adopted by the TBARTA Board and submitted for acceptance by Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) Districts 1 and 7 prior to the September 1, 2020, deadline.
This is the third of five technical memoranda prepared for Envision 2030 and documents the following:
•
•
•
•

Demand assessment to identify transit-supportive areas
Development of regional transit needs identified for Tampa Bay
Evaluation of potential mobility improvements and prioritized list of the improvements
Ridership forecasts for the existing and proposed 10-year regional transit networks
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Section 2 Transit Demand Assessment
This section summarizes the demand and mobility needs assessment conducted as part of the Envision
2030 development process. The assessment techniques are summarized and are followed by the results
of each analysis used to assess the demand for transit services over the next 10 years in the Tampa Bay
region.

2.1 Market Assessment
The market assessment includes an evaluation from the perspectives of the discretionary rider market,
traditional rider market, and regional commuter market, the three predominant ridership markets for
transit services in the Tampa Bay region. Analytical tools for conducting the discretionary and traditional
rider market analyses include a Density Threshold Assessment (DTA) and a Transit Orientation Index
(TOI), respectively. These tools can be used to determine whether existing transit routes, if available, are
serving areas considered to be transit-supportive for the corresponding transit market. They also can be
used to determine the areas in which different levels of transit investment should be considered. The
regional commuter market is assessed by reviewing data sources documenting travel between counties
and to major activity and employment centers. The transit markets and the corresponding market
assessment tools used to measure each are described below.

Discretionary Rider Markets
The discretionary market refers to potential riders living in higher-density areas of the region that may
choose to use transit as a commuting or transportation alternative. The analysis conducted uses
industry-standard density thresholds to identify the areas within the five-county Tampa Bay region that
exhibit transit-supportive residential and employee density levels today and in the future.
Socioeconomic data, including dwelling unit/population and employment data developed as part of the
adopted FDOT District 7 2045 Tampa Bay Regional Planning Model (TBRPM), were used to conduct the
DTA. Through interpolation of the base year and forecast year data, existing (2019) and future (2030)
dwelling unit and employment data were analyzed.
Three density thresholds, developed based on industry standards/research, were used to indicate
whether an area contains sufficient density to sustain some level of fixed-route transit operations:
•

Minimum Investment – reflects minimum dwelling unit or employment densities to consider
basic fixed-route transit services (i.e., local fixed-route bus service).

•

Medium Investment – reflects increased dwelling unit or employment densities that may be
able to support higher levels of transit investment (i.e., more frequent service, longer service
span, etc.) than areas meeting only the minimum density threshold.

•

High Investment – reflects dwelling unit or employment densities that may be able to support
more significant levels of transit investment (i.e., more frequent services, later service hours,
weekend service, etc.) than areas meeting the minimum or high-density thresholds.

Table 2-1 presents the dwelling unit and employment density thresholds (in terms of Traffic Analysis
Zone [TAZ]) associated with each threshold of transit investment.
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Table 2-1: Transit Service Density Thresholds
Dwelling Unit Density
Threshold1

Employment Density
Threshold2

Minimum Investment

4.5–5 dwelling units/acre

4 employees/acre

Medium Investment

6–7 dwelling units/acre

5–6 employees/acre

High Investment

≥ 8 dwelling units/acre

≥ 7 employees/acre

Level of Transit Investment

1

2

TRB, National Research Council, TCRP Report 16, Volume 1 (1996), “Transit and Land Use Form,”
November 2002, MTC Resolution 3434 TOD Policy for Regional Transit Expansion Projects.
Based on review of research on relationship between transit technology and employment densities.

Maps 2-1 and 2-2 illustrate the results of the 2019 employment and dwelling unit DTA analyses,
respectively, while Maps 2-3 and 2-4 illustrate the results of the 2030 employment and dwelling unit
DTA analyses, respectively, conducted for the Tampa Bay region. These DTA analyses identify areas that
support different levels of transit investment based on existing and projected dwelling unit and
employment densities. These maps also include the existing fixed routes to gauge how well current
transit services correlate with the areas of the Tampa Bay region considered supportive of at least a
minimum level of transit investment.
DTA Summary of Findings
The 2019 DTA indicates that the discretionary transit markets are derived from both population
densities and employment densities; however, as discussed later under the Regional Commuter Market
section, employment trips strongly influence regional travel and inter-county commute trips to
employment centers within major activity centers, making it a significant potential transit market. The
results of the 2019 DTA is summarized as follows:
•

Areas that meet the threshold for minimally-supportive dwelling units of transit investment in
2019 and 2030 are scattered throughout the Tampa Bay region but are concentrated in Largo,
Safety Harbor, St. Petersburg, Tampa, Temple Terrace, along US 19 in Port Richey, and on
Pinellas County’s barrier islands.

•

Most areas that meet the range of dwelling unit and employment thresholds for transit
investment are adjacent to existing transit routes. Notably, areas in Brandon, Plant City, and
unincorporated Manatee County are not adjacent to existing transit services.

•

The areas that are considered “medium” and “high” dwelling unit thresholds for transit
investments are in Bradenton, downtown Tampa, downtown St. Petersburg, and the university
area of Tampa, where the University of South Florida (USF) is located. From 2019 to 2030, these
areas will continue to be considered “medium” and “high,” with some areas transitioning from
“medium” to “high” during that time period.
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Map 2-1: Employment Density Threshold Analysis, 2019
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Map 2-2: Dwelling Unit Density Threshold Analysis, 2019
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Map 2-3: Employment Density Threshold Analysis, 2030
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Map 2-4: Dwelling Unit Density Threshold Analysis, 2030
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Areas within each county that currently meet the “medium” and “high” employment thresholds are
noted below:
•

Hernando County
o

•

Hillsborough County
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Adjacent to US 301 and SR 52 in Dade City
In New Port Richey and Port Richey adjacent to US 19 from SR 52 to SR 54
Bordering along SR 54 across Pasco County from New Port Richey to I-75

Pinellas County
o
o
o
o
o

•

Downtown Tampa and adjacent areas
Tampa International Airport and the nearby Westshore Business District
Along US 41 (Florida Ave) from downtown Tampa to Bearss Ave
Town ‘N’ Country area between Hillsborough Ave, Suncoast Parkway, and Dale Mabry
Hwy
In Temple Terrace around USF and adjacent areas
Between I-4 and the Selmon Expressway from US 41 to Parsons Ave
In Plant City, adjacent to I-4 and Paul Buchman Hwy

Pasco County
o
o
o

•

Along US 19 from downtown Brooksville to Spring Hill

In Oldsmar along the Hillsborough /Pinellas county line
Concentrated adjacent to I-275 in the Greater Gateway area of Pinellas County
On Pinellas County’s barrier islands from south St. Petersburg to 150th Ave (Madeira
Beach)
In Pinellas Park, bounded by US 19 and FL 694 (Gandy Blvd/Park Blvd)
Downtown St. Petersburg and adjacent areas

Manatee County
o
o

Downtown Bradenton between Manatee Ave, Tamiami Trail, 27th St, and the Manatee
River
In south Manatee County, bordered by US 301 and 53rd Ave

Some areas meet the “minimum” employment threshold outside of the concentrated corridors located
in east unincorporated Manatee County and along Dale Mabry Hwy from Fletcher Ave to Lakeview Dr.
Based on the 2030 DTA, all areas listed previously remain at the “medium” and “high” employment and
dwelling thresholds. Areas that are projected to meet the “minimum” thresholds by 2030 by county
include:
•

Hillsborough County
o
o

•

In Plant City along eastbound I-4
In south Hillsborough County, near Ruskin between I-75 and US 301

Pasco County
o

Adjacent to I-75 in San Antonio in central Pasco County
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o
•

Pinellas County
o

•

Expanded areas bordering SR 54 and SR 56 in Pasco County
In Largo, north of Walsingham Rd

Manatee County
o

In north Bradenton Beach near the Gulf of Mexico and the Manatee River

Traditional Rider Markets
A traditional rider market refers to population segments that historically have had a higher propensity to
use transit or are dependent on public transit for their transportation needs. Traditional transit users
include older adults, youths, and households that are low-income and/or have no vehicles. For some
individuals, the ability to drive is greatly diminished with age, so they must rely on others for their
transportation needs. Likewise, younger persons not yet of driving age but who need to travel to school,
employment, or for leisure may rely more on public transportation until they reach driving age. For
lower-income households, transportation costs are particularly burdensome, as a greater proportion of
income is used for transportation-related expenses than for higher-income households. Households
with restricted income, such as those with no private vehicle, are more likely to rely on public
transportation.
A Transit Orientation Index (TOI) was developed to assist in identifying areas of the region where these
traditional rider markets exist. To create the TOI for this analysis, demographic data from the American
Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates (2013–2017) were analyzed at the block group level by
county for the demographic and economic variables shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Transit Orientation Index Variables
TOI Variable
Population age 14 and under
Low-income population
Households with no vehicles
Population age 65 and over

Units
Youth residents
$25,000 or less annual income for 4-person household
Zero-vehicle households
Older adults

Source: 2013–2017 ACS 5-Year Estimates

Using the ACS data for these characteristics and developing a composite ranking for each Census block
group, each area was ranked as “very high,” “high,” “medium,” or “low” in their respective levels of
transit orientation. Any block group with a population density less than 100 persons per square mile was
ranked as “very low.” Map 2-5 illustrates the 2017 TOI results, reflecting areas throughout the region
with varying traditional market potential. The existing transit services are shown to represent how well
they cover those areas.
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Map 2-5: Transit Orientation Index, 2017
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TOI Summary of Findings
Many areas that exhibit a “high” or “very high” orientation toward transit are scattered throughout the
Tampa Bay region and are currently served by existing transit. Most of these areas are contiguous.
Areas specific to a “very high” orientation are found throughout the region, including:
•

Hernando County
o
o
o

•

Pasco County
o
o
o

•

Concentrated around the USF and near Busch Blvd between McKinley Rd and 56th St

Pinellas County
o
o
o
o

•

North Pasco County on the Hernando/Pasco county line bordering US 301
Scattered along US 19 between Denton Ave and SR 54
In central Zephyrhills adjacent to US 301 and Eiland Blvd

Hillsborough County
o

•

Downtown Brooksville north of SR 50
Along Cortez Blvd in Weeki Wachee between Mariner Blvd and US 19
Spring Hill adjacent to Mariner Blvd and Northcliffe Blvd

Concentrated in Clearwater adjacent to S Myrtle Ave from Drew St south to Lakeview Rd
Adjacent to US 19 in Clearwater (west of Safety Harbor)
In downtown St. Petersburg by I-375 and I-175 near the bay
In south St. Petersburg on north of 11th Ave S between 34th St S and 49th St S

Manatee County
o

Scattered throughout Bradenton between the Manatee River and 69th Ave from 75th St
to 301 Blvd

Areas exhibiting a “high” orientation are concentrated as follows:
•

Hernando County
o
o
o

•

Pasco County
o
o
o
o

•

Along Cortez Blvd in Weeki Wachee
Bordering US 19 in Spring Hill
In downtown Brooksville adjacent to SR 50
Scattered throughout Port Richey and New Port Richey from the coast to Little Rd
Adjacent to US 301 in Dade City
In the Zephyrhills area adjacent to SR 54 and US 301
Areas north of Town ‘N’ Country north of Waters Ave

Hillsborough County
o
o
o

Pockets west of the University area between I-275 and Bruce B Downs Blvd between
Fowler Ave and Bearss Ave
Areas north of I-275 between the Hillsborough River and Columbus Dr
Pockets in south Tampa near Manhattan Ave
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o
•

Pinellas County
o

•

Between I-4 and the Selmon Expressway surrounding 50th St and adjacent areas
In south St. Petersburg southwest of I-275 of downtown St. Petersburg

Manatee County
o

Scattered throughout Bradenton between the Manatee River and 53rd Ave from 75th St
W to 15th St E

Areas that are considered “medium” orientation are also dispersed throughout the Tampa Bay region
and are concentrated in the city limits of Tampa, Brandon, adjacent to Tampa International Airport, west
of Plant City, between Clearwater and Largo west of Missouri Ave, scattered throughout downtown St.
Petersburg, scattered throughout Zephyrhills off of US 301, central Pasco county in Land O’ Lakes,
between Starkey Park and the coast in Pasco County, throughout Hernando County but observed in
Spring Hill and Ridge Manor, in south Bradenton, and in Bradenton Beach.
Most block groups that are considered “medium” or higher categories are concentrated in areas of high
population, dwelling units, and employment whereas the areas that are considered to have a “low”
orientation towards transit are observed in areas with lower densities.

Regional Commuter Market
Regional travel characteristics help identify where and for what purposes people are traveling around
Tampa Bay. As documented in this section, transit services that support inter-county travel along major
corridors, particularly during peak commuting hours, are a critical need.
RTFP Top Performing Corridors
In further support of regional commuter inflow and outflow data, the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan
(RTFP) completed in 2018 for Hillsborough, Pinellas, and Pasco counties identified five top performing
corridors for premium transit from which the regional transit vision was developed. These corridors are
illustrated in Figure 2-1 and include:
•

Clearwater to St. Petersburg, a 23.8-mile corridor that generally follows I-275, Roosevelt Blvd,
and East Bay Dr.

•

Downtown Tampa to USF, a 9.6-mile corridor that generally follows the existing CSX rail line
near 30th St and Nebraska Ave.

•

South Tampa to Downtown Tampa, a 9.1-mile corridor that generally follows the existing CSX
line near Selmon Expressway.

•

Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa, St. Petersburg, a 40.5-mile corridor that generally follows I-275.

•

Westshore to Brandon, a 15.5-mile corridor that generally follows I-275 and Selmon
Expressway.

These five corridors provide critical regional transportation connections for workers traveling to their
places of employment. There are more than 675,000 total jobs within a one-half mile radius of these
corridors and more than 200,000 daily work trips to the activity centers that these five corridors serve.
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Figure 2-1: RTFP Top Performing Corridors
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Commuter Inflows and Outflows
To assess local trends and patterns of commuters, an analysis was completed using the Census
Transportation Planning Products Program (CTPP) data based on ACS 2012-2016 5-Year Estimates. The
ACS records responses of employment and workplace location from a national, residence-based
household survey providing geographic commuting patterns of workers. Map 2-6 illustrates the primary
inter-county commuting patterns for the Tampa Bay region using the ACS data source.
Of the region’s nearly 1.43 million workers, 97% or 1.36 million, also live in the region. The three most
significant inter-county commute patterns in the region include nearly 45,000 workers living in Pinellas
County and commuting to Hillsborough County, nearly 54,000 workers living in Pasco County and
commuting to Hillsborough County, and nearly 36,000 workers living in Hillsborough and commuting to
Pinellas County. The largest intra-county commute is in Hillsborough County, where 83% (nearly
547,000) of the approximately 656,000 workers also live in the county. Pasco County has the highest
number of employed residents (approximately 81,500 or 44%) that leave the county for work elsewhere.
Regional Traffic Counts
Traffic count data in terms of annual average daily traffic (AADT) were reviewed to understand the
typical traffic volumes across major intra-and inter-county roadways within the Tampa Bay region. As
illustrated in Map 2-7, all State roads, US highways, and Interstates, which serve as the primary travel
routes for inter-county commuters, operate at 30,000+ AADT. Four counties (all but Hernando) have
Interstate segments that operate at 70,000+ AADT. Segments of I-4, I-275, and I-75 in Pinellas,
Hillsborough, and south Manatee County operate at 110,000+ AADT, while segments of I-4 and I-275
approaching downtown Tampa, the Howard Franklin Bridge, and I-275 around downtown St. Petersburg
have 160,000+ AADT.
Collectively, inter-county roads within Tampa Bay region carry approximately 1.2 million daily trips on
average. Of that total, 75% (or 900,000 daily trips) are made on the more significant inter-county roads
(Interstate, State roads, US highways, and major arterials) that could potentially facilitate regional
transit service.
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Map 2-6: Commuter Inflow and Outflow
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Map 2-7: Regional Traffic Counts
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Section 3 Regional Transit Improvements
This section identifies the regional transit needs, or potential improvements, identified for Envision
2030. These improvements collectively comprise TBARTA’s Regional Transit Vision Network (referred to
as the vision network). The regional transit needs are evaluated using a process that considers public
outreach and potential benefits accrued. The results from this evaluation are then used, in part, to
develop the 10-year plan for Envision 2030. The project evaluation results will also be developed in
consideration of key organizational and policy directives for the TBARTA organization that will be
recommended as part of this planning process and guided by direction received from the TBARTA Board.

3.1 Identifying Regional Transit Improvements
The regional transit needs consist of improvements that enhance existing transit services and expand
transit service to new areas. The improvements reflect the transit needs of the community and have
been developed based on information gathered through the previous work with specific focus from the
following elements:

Local Agency Transit Plans
As required by the TBARTA Act, the adopted 10-year Transit Development Plans
(TDPs) prepared by each of the five transit agencies were initially used to identify
potential regional transit projects. This information was then supplemented with
regional transit projects included in the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan (RTFP)
network finalized in 2018 for Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas counties and the
long-range transportation plans prepared by each metropolitan planning
organization (MPO) in the region. Collectively, these sources were used to
understand what regional transit improvements have already been determined to
be needed and where gaps in regional transit needs may lie.

Past and Ongoing Planning Efforts
Other related planning efforts undertaken by local transit agencies, MPOs, TBARTA,
FDOT, and others were reviewed to understand what transit or complementary
multimodal improvements, land use changes, or other considerations are being
planned for that may support, impact, or otherwise should be considered in
identifying regional transit needs.

Public Outreach
Various techniques were used to obtain substantive public input on transit needs
throughout the Envision 2030 planning process. Public workshops, an online public
survey, and presentations to partner agencies were conducted to gather from
residents in each county regarding what regional transit improvements are needed.
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Situation Appraisal
TBARTA’s 10-year RTDP is required by State law to include an appraisal of the
environment in which the transit agency operates. This helps to develop an
understanding of the Tampa Bay region’s operating environment in the context of
key elements as specified in the TDP Rule. The implications from the Situation
Appraisal findings help shape the identification of potential transit improvements.

Transit Agency Input
The planning process engaged representatives from each of the region’s five local
transit agencies to assess their views on a preliminary list of proposed regional
transit improvements in their community. Their comments were considered in the
further refinement of the Vision Network.

Transit Demand Assessment
An assessment of transit demand and needs for various transit markets, which
included the use of various GIS-based analysis tools, was conducted for the Tampa
Bay region. These technical analyses, together with the baseline conditions
assessment and performance reviews previously conducted, were used to help
identify areas with transit-supportive characteristics while developing the list of
transit improvements.

3.2 Regional Transit Vision
The elements discussed previously helped frame TBARTA’s vision for a regional transit network in its
five-county service area (Map 3-1), regardless of funding or time constraints. The vision network reflects
transit improvements needed to enhance inter-county travel and travel to and around major activity
centers, particularly for commuters. The vision network also identifies future local premium transit
services that provide critical connections within the greater regional transit network as well as regional
Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) and commuter services connecting all five counties within the
TBARTA’s service area.
The vision network distinguishes between regional transit improvements that TBARTA assumes primary
responsibility for the funding and implementation of versus other regionally significant local projects
that are critical to completing the vision network, but that remain the responsibility of the local agency.
For regionally significant local projects, TBARTA’s role will be to support project planning and
implementation in a manner deemed most appropriate by all parties.
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Map 3-1: Regional Transit Vision Network
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This network establishes the vision for regional transit service beyond Envision 2030’s mandated 10-year
planning horizon. Since many of these improvements include major service modifications and
infrastructure changes and could take many years to plan, design, and implement, projects have been
categorized as either short-term or long-term improvements. Short-term improvements to existing
routes are designed to help improve service efficiency and productivity of existing services and are
relatively easier to implement at a lower cost than new service. Short-term improvements can generally
be completed within two to five years. Long-term improvements may require changes in existing
policies, enhanced coordination, and greater costs, and could take five years or longer to implement.

Short-Term Improvements
Short-term improvements include enhancements to existing regionally significant routes that can be
implemented within the next couple of years as funding is available and at a relatively low cost
compared to new services. These potential improvements to the existing network include the following:
•

More Frequent Service – Improve how often the bus comes for existing regional routes,
focusing on critical regional transit routes; this includes increasing frequency of service on
existing routes identified for premium transit service in the future.

•

More Weekend Service – Provide new or improved existing weekend service on selected routes
that serve multiple counties or major destinations so transit could be an option for making these
regional trips; currently, there is very limited weekend regional transit service.

•

Earlier and Later Service – Expand service hours for regional routes to provide early morning
(before 6:00 AM) and late evening trips (after 8:00 PM) to better serve people with nontraditional work shifts.

•

Accessible Transit for All – Focus on improving regional transit options for transit-dependent
persons, including older adults, persons with disabilities, or persons who are low income.

Table 3-1 indicates the improvements to be made to existing routes. HART recently improved service on
several routes initially identified on the Envision 2030 regional transit vision network. Therefore, no
short-term improvements for this agency are determined necessary for the purposes of this plan.
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Table 3-1: Short-Term Improvements to Existing Service by Route
System

Route Name (Service Area)

Increased
Frequency

New
Weekend
Service
✓

Earlier/
Later
Service

Route 99 (Bradenton to Sarasota via US 41)
✓
Route 203 Skyway ConneXion (Bradenton to Bay Pines VA
MCAT
✓
✓
✓
Hospital via I-275)
PCPT
Route 19 (Bayonet Point to Tarpon Springs via US 19)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
PCPT
Route 54 (Cross County via SR 54)
PCPT
Route 21 (Hudson)
✓
✓
✓
Route 100X (Downtown St. Petersburg to Downtown
PSTA
✓
✓
Tampa Express via I-275)
Route 19 (Largo Transit Center to Tarpon Springs via US
PSTA
✓
✓
19
Route 300X (Largo to Tampa International Airport Express
PSTA
✓
✓
via I-275)
Route 34 (Eckerd College to Largo Transit Center via 34th
PSTA
✓
S/US 19)
Route 812 (Westfield Countryside to HART Northwest
PSTA
✓
✓
✓
Transfer Center via SR 580)
Purple Route (Brooksville to Pasco County via SR
THEBus
✓
✓
50/US19)
HART recently improved service on Route 275LX and Route 400 MetroRapid, which were initially identified on the
Envision 2030 regional transit vision network. Therefore, no short-term improvements for this agency are
determined necessary for the purposes of this plan.
MCAT

Long-Term Improvements
Long-term improvements include new services that will likely need a longer timeframe to develop and
implement and may be a higher cost than the short-term improvements. These potential regional transit
improvements are described below. The first two categories include transit service improvements, and
the second two include technology and other enhancements that support a more reliable and
integrated transit network.
•

New Express Bus Routes – Add new express bus routes between residential areas and major
employment centers and major activity centers that operate in mixed traffic and have few stops.
These routes typically are lower cost and easier to implement than bus routes operating in
exclusive travel lanes, but generally do not have travel time advantages over driving since they
are driving in the same lanes as cars. However, because they have fewer stops at key locations,
express bus routes provide faster service than a parallel local bus route making more stops.

•

Premium Regional Transit Services – Focus on premium regional transit service options
between major activity centers where vehicles operate outside of general traffic lanes. This
includes passenger ferry service, rail, or premium bus/BRT service that operates in dedicated
transit lanes that may be either permanently dedicated or only during specific times (i.e., peak
hours for that direction of traffic). These modes can allow transit to be a faster option than
driving, particularly during times of high traffic congestion.
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•

Transit Technology Improvements – Implement transit technologies or innovative modes that
make regional transit service faster, easier, and more reliable. These types of technologies
include:
-

•

Transit Signal Priority (TSP) to allow the bus to communicate with traffic signals to stay
on schedule
“Smart” park-and ride facility used in conjunction with dedicated transit lanes where
freeway signs near these facilities show the estimated travel times to major activity
centers for vehicles in general traffic lanes compared to buses traveling in transitadvantage lanes
Mobile apps
On-demand transit services
Automated, Connected, Electric, Shared (ACES) vehicles or other emerging technologies

Seamless Regional Travel – Pursue a comprehensive and coordinated regional transit system.
Potential strategies include improving the ease with which riders can transfer between systems,
developing a unified regional transit brand, improving wayfinding/signage for regional services,
and simplifying fare payments between different systems.

Table 3-2 lists the proposed long-term service improvements for new express bus routes and premium
transit services, the type of service proposed to be operated, and the counties to be served.
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Table 3-2: Long-Term Service Improvements
Route Description

Service Type

Downtown St. Petersburg to Downtown Tampa BRT via Gandy
Regional Rapid Transit (RRT)
Clearwater Beach to TPA Express
Downtown St. Petersburg to TPA Express
I-75 Express (via Managed Lanes)
I-75 Manatee Express
MCAT Skyway ConneXion
SR 54 to Westshore Express (via Veterans Expwy)
SR 580 Regional Express
Sun City Center to Bradenton Express
UATC to Brooksville Express
US 19 Express (PHSC Spring Hill to Tarpon Mall)
US 19 N Express (Existing Route 19)
US 19 S Express (Existing Route 34)
US 19/SR 50 Express
Veterans/Suncoast Express
Cross-Bay Ferry
Downtown St. Petersburg to Palmetto Ferry
MacDill AFB Commuter Ferry
Bradenton Rail
Brandon Rail
Downtown Tampa to Downtown St. Petersburg Rail
South Tampa to Downtown Tampa Rail
UATC to Brooksville Rail
Clearwater to Downtown St. Petersburg Rail
Clearwater to Gateway Rail
USF (Tampa) to Downtown Tampa Rail
Dale Mabry Hwy BRT
Hillsborough Avenue BRT
Route 99 (US 41) BRT
SR 54 Premium Transit (possible BRT)
SR 60 BRT (Downtown Tampa to Brandon)

BRT/Premium
BRT/Premium
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Ferry
Ferry
Ferry
Rail
Rail
Rail
Rail
Rail
Rail Transit
Rail Transit
Rail Transit
BRT/Premium
BRT/Premium
BRT/Premium
BRT/Premium
BRT/Premium
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TBARTA
Responsibility
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Hernando
Longer Term

Counties Served
Hillsborough
Manatee
✓
✓
Longer Term
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Pasco
✓

Pinellas
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Counties Served
TBARTA
Responsibility
Hernando
Hillsborough
Manatee
Pasco
US 19 BRT N (Existing Route 19)
BRT/Premium
Support
US 19 BRT S (Existing Route 34)
BRT/Premium
Support
Citrus Connector Express
Express Bus
Support
✓
East Bay (Tarpon to Gateway) Express
Express Bus
Support
Kings Point to MacDill Express
Express Bus
Support
✓
Plant City to Tampa Express
Express Bus
Support
✓
Central Ave BRT
Local Rapid Transit
Support
Florida Avenue BRT
Local Rapid Transit
Support
✓
Kennedy Blvd/SR 60 BRT
Local Rapid Transit
Support
✓
Brandon to Westshore Local Regional
Regionally Significant
Support
✓
✓
Riverview to TPA Local Regional
Regionally Significant
Support
HART Streetcar Extension
Streetcar
Support
✓
TPA to Westshore Streetcar
Streetcar
Support
✓
AFB=Airforce Base; PHSC=Pasco-Hernando State College; TPA=Tampa International Airport; UATC=HART’s University Area Transit Center; USF=University of South
Florida
Route Description
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Pinellas
✓
✓
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✓

✓

Section 4 Regional Transit Improvements Evaluation
This section summarizes the evaluation process for the short-term and long-term service improvements
developed for Envision 2030. Because many needs have been identified, ranging from expansion of
existing routes to implementation of new routes, it is important for TBARTA to evaluate each to
effectively assist in selecting projects for implementation as funding allows.

4.1 Evaluation Methodology
A methodology was developed to evaluate the short-term and long-term transit improvements
presented in the previous section, as shown in Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1: Transit Improvements Evaluation Process

Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate these improvements, it is important to weigh the benefits of each against the others. By
conducting this evaluation, TBARTA can better prioritize projects and allocate funding using an objective
evaluation process.
Short-term and long-term service improvements were scored separately, using a combination of criteria
under the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Public Outreach
Transit Markets
Commuter Market Benefit
System Connectivity
Project Readiness

Criteria were identified for each evaluation category, then each criterion was assigned a weight.
Weighting the criteria affords the opportunity to measure the relative importance of each among the
group of criteria to be applied.
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Public Outreach
A key reason for the success of any improvement is its acceptance and support by the community it
serves and impacts. An online MetroQuest survey was developed that asked respondents to rate shortterm and long-term strategies. These strategies reflected the improvements described in the previous
section. Ratings ranged from one star to five stars, with five stars being the most desirable. Results were
summed for each strategy and then the improvements associated with a strategy were scored relative
to each other. An improvement received a higher score if the rating was higher than the average score,
or it received a lower score if the results were lower than the average score.
Transit Markets
Proximity to and concentration of the three transit markets relative to each improvement were
identified:
•

Traditional Market – Existing population segments that historically have had a higher propensity
to use transit and/or are dependent on public transit for their transportation needs. For the
evaluation, the proportion of each corridor operating within a “Medium” or “High” transit‐
oriented area was calculated.

•

Discretionary Market – Potential riders living in higher‐density areas of the region that may
choose to use transit as a commuting or transportation alternative. The proportion of each
corridor meeting at least the “Minimum” dwelling unit or employment density threshold in the
2019 DTA was calculated and used for the evaluation.

•

Regional Commuter Market – Connectivity to key activity and major employment centers is
critical to improving regional connectivity and better serving the significant commuter market,
particularly longer distance inter-county commute trips. For this measure, the score reflects
how many activity centers the improvement connects to on a per mile basis.

The traditional and discretionary market criteria were only applied to short-term improvements for
existing routes as many future regional routes are along interstates and other major roads where
population within the buffer is not adequately captured or where significant land use changes and
redevelopment opportunity are expected in the future.
Commuter Market Benefit
Improvements were scored based on service type and how many counties the project connects.
Premium transit service operating out of mixed traffic providing travel times at least if not more
competitive than driving and connecting activity centers between three or more counties will score the
highest in terms of commuter benefit. This is followed by premium service connecting two counties or
operating within one county then express bus service operating in mixed traffic where travel times may
not be as competitive to driving. Improvements scored as providing the least commuter benefit are local
route improvements or improvements to weekend service.
System Connectivity
The regional transit network should provide the opportunity to transfer between regional routes,
between systems, and between other transit modes (including local routes) to enhance overall
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connectivity and the travel experience using transit. For this measure, the scored reflects how many
regionally-significant routes and local routes the improvement connects to on a per mile basis.
Project Readiness Bonus
A bonus score was given to projects that are currently moving towards project implementation. This
criterion is meant to emphasize projects that are in various stages of project planning or development.
Evaluation Criteria Summary
Table 4‐1 summaries each evaluation category, their corresponding criteria, the associated measure of
effectiveness, and applicability short-term versus long-term improvements.
Table 4-1: Regional Improvements Evaluation Criteria
Category
Public Input

Criteria
MetroQuest survey

Traditional market

Transit Markets

Discretionary market

Regional commuter
market
Commuter Market
Benefit

System Connectivity

Commuter benefit of
service
Regionally-significant
routes
Local routes

Project Readiness
Bonus

Project status

Measure
Level of interest in scenarios with
which each improvement is
associated

Short-Term

Long-Term

✓

✓

Percent of corridor in “High” or
“Very High” transit orientation
Percent of corridor in areas that
meet “minimum” DTA tier for
employment or dwelling unit
density
Connectivity to major
activity/employment centers (per
mile of route)

✓

--

✓

--

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Benefit provided to commuters
based on type of service and
connectivity between counties
Connectivity to existing regionallysignificant routes (per mile of
route)
Connectivity to other existing local
routes (per mile of route)
Project is currently in some stage
of project planning or
development

Evaluation Scoring
For each transit improvement, a score was determined either through the computation of the selected
measure or through the educated judgment of the assessor. Scores for the more qualitative criteria (i.e.,
commuter market benefit and project readiness) were assigned based on a relative comparison of each
transit improvement. A higher score is consistent with a higher ranking for a given improvement for the
criterion being evaluated.
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The thresholds for computation‐based criteria (public outreach, traditional market, and choice market)
were determined using the average of the entire data set and 1 standard deviation above or below the
average. Table 4-2 shows the thresholds and scoring for each criterion used in this evaluation process.
Table 4-2: Transit Improvements Evaluation – Scoring Thresholds
Category

Public Input

Criteria
Public Input - Strategy
Rating from
MetroQuest Survey

Traditional Market

Transit Markets

Discretionary Market

Regional Market
(Activity Centers) Number of Activity
Centers Served (per
mile of route)

Commuter
Market Benefit

System
Connectivity

Commuter Market
Benefit

Connectivity to
Regionally Significant
Routes (per mile of
route)
Connectivity to Local
Routes (per mile of
route)

Project
Readiness Bonus

Project Readiness
Bonus

Range
Less than “Average – 1 SD”
Between “Average – 1 SD” to “Average”
Between “Average” to “Average + 1 SD”
Greater than “Average + 1 SD”

Score
1
3
5
7

Less than “Average – 1 SD”
Between “Average – 1 SD” to “Average”
Between “Average” to “Average + 1 SD”
Greater than “Average + 1 SD”
Less than “Average – 1 SD”
Between “Average – 1 SD” to “Average”
Between “Average” to “Average + 1 SD”
Greater than “Average + 1 SD”
Less than “Average – 1 SD”
Between “Average – 1 SD” to “Average”
Between “Average” to “Average + 1 SD”

1
3
5
7
1
3
5
7
1
3
5

Greater than “Average + 1 SD”

7

Local route or weekend service improvement
Non-premium commuter (e.g., express bus)
Premium service in 1 county or connecting 2 counties

1
3
5

Premium service connecting 3+ counties

7

Less than “Average – 1 SD”
Between “Average – 1 SD” to “Average”
Between “Average” to “Average + 1 SD”
Greater than “Average + 1 SD”
Less than “Average – 1 SD”
Between “Average – 1 SD” to “Average”
Between “Average” to “Average + 1 SD”
Greater than “Average + 1 SD”

1
3
5
7
1
3
5
7

Moving towards project implementation
Not moving towards project implementation

5
0

Note: SD = statistical Standard Deviation

As noted previously, each criterion is assigned a weight. The short-term and long-term improvements
have different criteria weights due to the difference in evaluation criteria. The weights for short-term
projects and long-term projects are provided in Tables 4-3 and 4-4, respectively.
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Table 4-3: Short-Term Improvements Criteria Weighting
Category

Criteria

Weighting

Overall
Category
Weighting
30%

Public Input

MetroQuest Survey

30%

Transit Markets

Traditional Market
Discretionary Market
Regional Commuter Market

10%
10%
10%

30%

Commuter Market Benefit

Commuter Focus

30%

30%

System Connectivity

Regionally Significant Routes
Local Routes

5%
5%

10%

Project Status

10%

Project Readiness Bonus
Total*

10%
110%

*Overall weighting totals over 100% due to Project Readiness Bonus

Table 4-4: Long-Term Improvements Criteria Weighting

Public Input

MetroQuest Survey

30%

Overall
Category
Weighting
30%

Transit Markets

Regional Commuter Market

20%

20%

Commuter Market Benefit

Commuter Focus

40%

40%

System Connectivity

Regionally Significant Routes
Local Routes

5%
5%

10%

Project Status

10%

Category

Project Readiness Bonus
Total*

Criteria

Weighting

10%
110%

*Overall weighting totals over 100% due to Project Readiness Bonus

Application and Results
Each improvement received an overall score using the process described previously then ranked based
on their respective score. Results of the short-term evaluation for frequency and span improvements
versus weekend improvements are presented in Tables 4-5 and 4-6, respectively.
Additionally, long-term improvements evaluation results can be found in Table 4-7 through Table 4-10.
Long-term improvements were grouped by mode and by TBARTA’s proposed level of responsibility. It is
assumed TBARTA will have primary responsibility over all regional premium transit and express routes,
and all passenger ferry service. TBARTA will provide secondary support to local agencies for the other
projects that are more locally focused, namely routes that do not cross county lines.
The evaluation process is intended to guide the development of Envision 2030 but does not
necessarily represent a definitive order in which improvements will ultimately be funded.
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Table 4-5: Short-Term Improvement Evaluation Results (Frequency and Span of Service)

203 Skyway ConneXion (Bradenton to Bay Pines VA Hospital via I-275)
300X (Largo to Tampa International Airport Express via I-275)

Span
Frequency

TBARTA
Responsibility
Primary
Primary

100X (downtown St. Petersburg to Downtown Tampa Express via I-275)
203 Skyway ConneXion (Bradenton to Bay Pines VA Hospital via I-275)
99 (Bradenton to Sarasota via US 41)
21 (Hudson)
34 (Eckerd Collage to Largo Transit Center via 34th S/US 19)
21 (Hudson)
19 (Largo Transit Center to Tarpon Springs via US 19)
19 (Bayonet Point to Tarpon Springs via US 19)
812 (Westfield Countryside to HART Northwest Transfer Center via SR 580)
54 (Cross County via SR 54)
812 (Westfield Countryside to HART Northwest Transfer Center via SR 580)
Purple Route (Brooksville to Pasco County via SR 50/US19)
54 (Cross County via SR 54)

Frequency
Frequency
Frequency
Frequency
Frequency
Span
Frequency
Frequency
Span
Span
Frequency
Frequency
Frequency

Primary
Primary
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Primary
Support
Primary
Support
Support

Route (Service Area)

Service Type

System

Total Score

Rank

MCAT
PSTA

4.50
4.10

1
2

PSTA
MCAT
MCAT
PCPT
PSTA
PCPT
PSTA
PCPT
PSTA
PCPT
PSTA
THEBus
PCPT

3.80
3.80
3.50
2.80
2.70
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.40
2.30
2.30
2.10

3
3
5
6
7
8
8
8
8
12
13
13
15

Table 4-6: Short-Term Improvement Evaluation Results (Weekend Service)
Project

Service Type

300X (Largo to Tampa International Airport Express via I-275)
99 (Bradenton to Sarasota via US 41)
100X (downtown St. Petersburg to Downtown Tampa Express via I-275)
203 Skyway ConneXion (Bradenton to Bay Pines VA Hospital via I-275)
21 (Hudson)
19 (Largo Transit Center to Tarpon Springs via US 19)
19 (Bayonet Point to Tarpon Springs via US 19)
812 (Westfield Countryside to HART Northwest Transfer Center via SR 580)
54 (Cross County via SR 54)
54 (Cross County via SR 54)

Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
Weekend
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TBARTA
Responsibility
Primary
Support
Primary
Primary
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

System

Total Score

Rank

PSTA
MCAT
PSTA
MCAT
PCPT
PSTA
PCPT
PSTA
PCPT
THEBus

4.10
3.85
3.80
3.80
3.40
3.20
3.20
2.90
2.70
1.70

1
2
3
3
5
6
6
8
9
10
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Table 4-7: Long-Term Project Evaluation Results (Premium Transit, TBARTA Responsibility)
Project

Total Score

Rank

6.20
5.40
5.40
5.30
5.10
4.90
4.80
4.80
4.50
4.40
4.40
3.70

1
2
2
4
5
6
7
7
9
10
10
12

Regional Rapid Transit (RRT)
MacDill AFB Commuter Ferry
USF (Tampa) to Downtown Tampa Rail
Cross-Bay Ferry
South Tampa to Downtown Tampa Rail
Clearwater to Gateway Rail
Brandon Rail
Downtown St. Petersburg to Palmetto Ferry
Downtown Tampa to Downtown St. Petersburg Rail
Bradenton Rail
UATC to Brooksville Rail
Clearwater to downtown St Petersburg Rail

AFB=Airforce Base; UATC=HART’s University Area Transit Center; USF=University of South Florida

Table 4-8: Long-Term Project Evaluation Results (Express Bus, TBARTA Responsibility)
Project
Downtown St. Petersburg to TPA Express
MCAT Skyway ConneXion
US 19 N Express (Existing Route 19)
US 19 S Express (Existing Route 34)
US 19 Express (PHSC Spring Hill to Tarpon Mall)
US 19/SR 50 Express
Clearwater Beach to TIA Express
Downtown St. Petersburg to Downtown Tampa BRT via Gandy
Sun City Center to Bradenton Express)
UATC to Brooksville Express
SR 580 Regional Express
I-75 Express (via Managed Lanes)
I-75 Manatee Express
SR 54 to Westshore (via Veterans Expwy) Express
Veterans/Suncoast Express

Total Score

Rank

3.70
3.00
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.80
2.50
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40

1
2
3
3
3
3
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

TPA=Tampa International Airport; PHSC=Pasco-Hernando State College; UATC=HART’s University
Area Transit Center
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Table 4-9: Long-Term Project Evaluation Results (Premium Transit, TBARTA Support)
Project
HART Streetcar Extension
Kennedy Blvd/SR 60 BRT
TPA to Westshore Streetcar
Central Ave BRT
Florida Ave BRT
Dale Mabry Hwy BRT
SR 60 BRT (Downtown Tampa to Brandon)
Route 99 (US 41) BRT
Hillsborough Ave BRT
SR 54 Premium Transit (w/ possible BRT)
US 19 BRT N (Existing Route 19)
US 19 BRT S (Existing Route 34)

Total Score

Rank

6.10
5.60
5.60
5.50
5.50
5.00
5.00
4.90
4.50
4.40
4.40
4.40

1
2
2
4
4
6
6
8
9
10
10
10

TPA=Tampa International Airport

Table 4-10: Long-Term Project Evaluation Results (Express and Local Routes, TBARTA Support)
Project
Brandon to Westshore Local Regional
East Bay (Tarpon to Gateway) Express
Kings Point to MacDill Express
Plant City to Tampa Express
Citrus Connector Express
Riverview to TPA Local Regional

Total Score
3.80
3.60
3.60
2.90
2.40
2.00

Rank
1
2
2
4
5
6

TPA=Tampa International Airport
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Section 5 Ridership Forecasts
Ridership forecasts are prepared to understand the potential productivity of a route, group of routes, or
the transit network when improvements are introduced. Results from this exercise are one component
of how potential projects are prioritized for inclusion in the 10-year plan. The ridership forecasts are
prepared using the Transit Boardings Estimation and Simulation Tool (T-BEST), a comprehensive transit
analysis and ridership-forecasting model approved by FDOT that can simulate travel demand at the
individual route level. The software was designed to provide near- and mid-term forecasts of transit
ridership consistent with the needs of transit operational planning and TDP development. In producing
model outputs, T-BEST also considers the following:
•

Transit network connectivity – Level of connectivity between routes within a bus network—the
greater the connectivity between bus routes, the more efficient the bus service becomes.

•

Spatial and temporal accessibility – Service frequency and distance between stops—the larger
the physical distance between potential bus riders and bus stops, the lower the level of service
utilization. Similarly, less frequent service is perceived as less reliable and, in turn, utilization
decreases.

•

Time-of-day variations – Peak-period travel patterns, accommodated by rewarding peak service
periods with greater service utilization forecasts.

•

Route competition and route complementarities – Competition between routes considered.
Routes connecting to the same destinations or anchor points or that travel on common
corridors experience decreases in service utilization. Conversely, routes that are synchronized
and support each other in terms of service to major destinations or transfer locations and
schedule benefit from that complementary relationship.

The following section outlines the model input and assumptions, describes the T-BEST scenario
performed using the model, and summarizes the ridership forecasts produced by T-BEST.

5.1 Model Inputs / Assumptions and Limitations
T-BEST uses various demographic and transit network data as model inputs. The inputs and the
assumptions made in modeling the regionally-significant routes in T-BEST are presented below. The
regional model used the recently-released T-BEST Land Use Model structure (T-BEST Land Use Model
2018), which is supported by parcel-level data developed from the Florida Department of Revenue
(DOR) statewide tax database.
It should be noted, however, that the model is not interactive with roadway network conditions.
Therefore, ridership forecasts will not show direct sensitivity to changes in roadway traffic conditions,
speeds, or roadway connectivity.

Transit Network
The existing regional transit network was imported into T-BEST reflecting 2019 operating characteristics,
the validation year for the model. General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data for the various transit
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agencies for existing regional routes were obtained from the Florida Transit Data Exchange (FTDE) or
directly from the transit agencies and used as the base transit system. Data include:
•
•
•
•
•

Route alignments
Route patterns
Bus stop locations
Service spans
Existing headways during peak and off-peak periods (frequency at which a bus arrives at a
stop—e.g., one bus every 60 minutes)

GTFS data were verified to ensure the most recent bus service spans and headways; edits were made as
needed. Interlined routes and transfer locations were manually coded in the network properties.

Socioeconomic Data
The socioeconomic data used as the base input for the T-BEST model were derived from ACS 2013–2017
Five-Year Estimates, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the US Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2015
InfoUSA employment data, and 2018 Florida DOR parcel-level land use data. Using the data inputs listed
above, the model captures market demand (population, demographics, employment, and land use
characteristics) within ¼-mile of each transit stop.
T-BEST uses a socioeconomic data growth function to project population and employment data. Using
2040 socioeconomic data developed for the Sarasota/Manatee County 2040 Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP) and 2045 socioeconomic forecasts for FDOT District 7, population and employment growth
rates were applied at a TAZ level. Of note is that population and employment data are hard coded into
the model and cannot be modified by end-users; as applied, the growth rates do not reflect fluctuating
economic conditions as experienced in real time.

Special Generators
Special generators within the region were identified and coded into T-BEST to evaluate the opportunity
for generating high ridership. Special generators within T-BEST include the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airports
Military Bases
Event Centers/Stadiums
Shopping Malls/Centers
Transit Transfer Centers
Colleges/Universities

T-BEST Model Limitations
It has long been a desire of FDOT to have a standard modeling tool for transit demand that could be
standardized across the state, similar to the Florida Standard Urban Transportation Model Structure
(FSUTMS) model used by metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) in developing LRTPs. However,
whereas T-BEST is an important tool for evaluating improvements to existing and future transit services,
model outputs do not account for latent demand for transit that could yield significantly higher
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ridership. In addition, T-BEST cannot display sensitivities to external factors such as an improved
marketing and advertising program, changes in fare service for customers, fuel prices, parking supply,
walkability and other local conditions; as such, model outputs may over-estimate demand in isolated
cases.
Although T-BEST provides ridership projections at the route and bus stop levels, its strength lies more in
its ability to facilitate relative comparisons of ridership productivity. As a result, model outputs are not
absolute ridership projections but, rather, are comparative for evaluation in actual service
implementation decisions. T-BEST has generated interest from departments of transportation in other
states and continues to be a work in progress that will become more useful as its capabilities are
enhanced in future updates to the model. Consequently, it is important to integrate sound planning
judgment and experience when interpreting T-BEST results.

5.2 Ridership Forecast
Using these inputs, assumptions, and late 2018/early 2019 route-level ridership data obtained from the
respective transit agencies, the T-BEST model was validated for the existing regional transit network.
Using the validation model as the base model, T-BEST ridership forecasts for the TDP horizon year (2030)
were developed. The generated annual ridership forecasts reflect the estimated level of service
utilization if no changes were to be made to any of the fixed-route services.

Forecast Ridership Analysis
Table 5-1 shows the annual ridership by route in 2019 and projected for 2030 derived from T-BEST, as
well as the annual ridership growth during this period. Maintaining the status quo is projected to
produce a significant increase in transit ridership for most routes on the regional transit network by
2030, particularly for many HART routes. According to the projections, overall average annual ridership
is expected to increase by nearly 35% by 2030, an annual growth rate of about 3.2%. The model results
show that the 10 routes on the regional network with the highest absolute change in annual ridership
are projected to add nearly 3.6 million trips per year by 2030 and include 7 HART routes, 2 PSTA routes,
and one MCAT route.
Of the 10 regional routes forecasted to have the highest rate of annual ridership growth between 2019
and 2030, nearly all (9 of the 10) are operated by HART. This is likely primarily driven by the population
and employment growth projected to occur in Hillsborough County in proportion to the overall region.
For the region to increase its market share for transit, service expansion will need to strategically occur
in growing areas. The service improvements identified in this plan, in other transit planning efforts, and
from the public feedback received combined will provide better transit services for the service area.
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Table 5-1: Annualized Ridership and Growth Rates with No Improvements, 2019–2030*
Operator/Regional Route
HART 400 MetroRapid
HART 1
HART 6
HART 12
HART 9
HART 5
PSTA 34
PSTA 4
MCAT 99
HART 30
PSTA 52
PSTA 18
PSTA 19
PSTA 9
HART 60
HART 275 LX
PCPT 19
HART 360 LX
PSTA 11
PSTA 300X
PCPT 21
PCPT 54
HART 20X
PSTA 100X
Hernando Purple Route
PSTA 52 LX
PCPT 18
PCPT 41
MCAT 203 Skyway
PSTA 812 OTC
Totals

2019 Average
Annual Ridership
1,105,580
987,430
1,216,990
851,670
355,050
423,970
929,020
865,155
546,225
379,195
1,116,375
1,076,605
523,930
255,575
128,220
91,890
314,310
187,545
245,800
29,070
119,300
100,800
18,870
45,900
51,765
96,135
25,300
4,010
4,590
23,080
12,119,355

2030 Average
Annual Ridership
2,027,994
1,662,850
1,885,561
1,316,608
548,087
566,291
1,065,614
990,554
665,890
496,113
1,232,331
1,177,571
589,857
316,626
186,151
148,972
356,737
222,953
279,548
47,256
136,211
115,606
32,738
58,568
59,577
101,652
28,743
5,073
5,417
23,799
16,326,899

2019–2030
Absolute Change
922,414
675,420
668,571
464,938
193,037
142,321
136,594
125,399
119,665
116,918
115,956
100,966
65,927
61,051
57,931
57,082
42,427
35,408
33,748
18,186
16,911
14,806
13,868
12,668
7,812
5,517
3,443
1,063
827
719
4,207,544

2019–2030
Growth Rate
83.40%
68.40%
54.90%
54.60%
54.40%
33.60%
14.70%
14.50%
21.90%
30.80%
10.40%
9.40%
12.60%
23.90%
45.20%
62.10%
13.50%
18.90%
13.70%
62.60%
14.20%
14.70%
73.50%
27.60%
15.10%
5.70%
13.60%
26.50%
18.00%
3.10%
34.7%

*Based on T-BEST model
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